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INFORMATION REGARDING CALLS PRESENTED AND/OR SUPPORTED BY
2013 RAINBOW ROUND TABLE

I

TO ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet
A BBS RADIO Go To www.bbsradio.com; click on Talk Radio Station #2; click on “64K Listen”
Thursday: 9 pm – 12:00 pm EST
Friday:
Saturday:

9 pm – 2 am EST
4:30 pm – 2 am EST

Stargate Round Table

Host: Marietta Robert

Friday Night Hard News

Hosts: T & R

History of our Galactic World & NESARA Hosts: T & R

Friday, Saturday: From 10 – 11 pm EST, for one hour, the call moves to the
Conference Call Line [PIN below] and then returns to BBS Radio.
• Use the following phone numbers to ask questions or make comments during the radio show.
530 - 413 - 9537 [Line 1]
530 - 763 - 1594 [Line 2]
530 - 646 - 4187 [Line 3]
530 - 876 - 9146 [Analog 4]
• BBS Toll Free # in Canada, US
B Conference Call

1-860-970-0300

C Skype
D

BBSradio2

1 – 888-429-5471 - picks up whichever line is available.
Thursday PIN #
Friday PIN #
Saturday PIN #

87 87 87#
23 23 23#
13 72 9#

Archives for the 3 Programs listed above
• To access the FREE BBS archives for any of these programs:
• Go to BBSRadio.com; scroll down the column on the left hand side and click on “Live Radio Shows”
• The next page which comes up lists the programs alphabetically under the picture of the presenter.
Find MariettaRobert's picture: Stargate Roundtable with Marietta Pickett and click on “Library Archives”.

• The page which comes up is the familiar one; click on "Save link as" and the archive will download
to the site you indicate on your computer , or you can listen to the program directly.
• The 2013 Round Table website also has an archive section:
http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/
look under the “Archives” tab for written notes.
• Listen-in live 24/7 via conference phone dial 716-748-0144
II

TO ACCESS OTHER CALLS SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable

A

Sunday, Mondays:

9 – 10:30 EST

B

Tuesdays, 2Nd & 4th of each month:
9:30 – 11:00 pm EST

Cheryl Croci's Activation Calls
By telephone only: 1 – 860-970-0300; PIN 9467441#
Ashtar on the Road
Host is Fran; Susan Leland channels Ashtar, Sekhmet & others

www.Ashtarontheroad.com
▪ Phone Number: 1 – 559 – 726 – 1300; PIN 163731#
▪ Call is free [except for long distance charges]
▪ Can also listen to the call via Skype

C Wednesdays: 7:00 – 9:00 EST

The Friends of The Aboriginal Moabite Nation Call
By telephone only:
1–712-432-0900 PIN 666238#
Replay # [good for 1 week] 1-712-432-0990 PIN 666238#
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Host:

MariettaRobert

Meditation:

Angelsu

Annie Rose:

Has been involved in these calls since at least 2004

still at the hospital doing physio and getting her balance back; however, the hospital will not
let her go home again; AR looking for someone responsible to come and live with her so she
can be released out of the hospital. Also, the person accepting the offer cannot work, as that
person has to be there to be sure AR is looked after so she does not fall again. [Hospital has
been sued for letting people go home too soon and then fall again]

Mayan Calendar:

Rainbird
Go to Spacestationplaza.com – to locate specific days & lots
more information: just keep scrolling down!

23rd Thurs – 7 AHAU - the sun; a portal day – yellow sun; Ahau a healing energy that drives Christ
Consciousness; transmitting energy to others; time to let go of separation; it's a portal day so more
multi dimensional
24th Fri – 8 IMIX – starts the 2nd unial; the dragon, the mother, creation; clarity of mind; speaks to the
powerful beginning of our initiation; 8 is fine tuning, harmonic resonance; work with relationships in
the 8 tone
25th Sat – 9 IK – another portal day: IK is the wind so listen to the voices of our ancestors. 9 is about
expansion
26th Sun – 10 AKBAL – 10 manifestation; Akbal is the night and manifesting our abundance: we need to
participate in our abundance.
27th Mon – 11 KAN – kan is the seed; 11 is letting go of what no longer serves us; it is about timing.
28th Tues – 12 CHICCAN - 12 tone is of crystal – it's the 3 x 4 or 4 x 3: complex stability; chicchan is the
serpent energy: we can shed old skins and be clear about what we are transforming into
29th Wed - 13 CIMI – we are in the wave of IX the magician and we finish this wave; Cimi is the link
between the worlds – 13 is transcending to Christ Consciousness
30th Thurs – I MANIK – begin the wave of Manik, healing ourselves.
it's a good week in the Mayan calendar; 10 is a special day.
Introductory Items
Rainbird: lightenergync@gmail.com : call RB with questions; she is also thinking of giving private
lessons:
Willing to do the basic class again – let her know
MR: solved some of the credit card challenges: Discover program had a glitch in it, now resolved.
To listen to the entire program: Please use the following audio link
http://bbsradio.com/content/stargate-round-table-april-23-2015
Rama has lost his voice!

HARD NEWS
R: talked to Tom the Cat - said Congress is locked in, paid for by the bad boy billionaires
• Loretta Lynch has been confirmed:vote is 63 – 82; this is bad blood that has gone
even worse - she's in bed with Wall Street
T: she'll never put anyone in jail
R: as for Patrick Fitzgerald – he is getting ready to nail Rahm Emmanuel as the head of the
Mossaud in the US; Hillary Clinton is a Mossaud agent.
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T: Eric Holder is supposed to be leaving his legacy – said there was not enough evidence against
Darren Willson [policeman in Ferguson] , so the lawyer for Michael Brown's parents is suing
the Federal Justice Department
• has lots of evidence: Wilson washed off the blood, destroyed evidence & records;
getting ready to bring out evidence that no one has heard about.
• Hopes it will bust Eric Holder too
T: asking KOS about Obama fast-tracking the TPP; repeated he knows what he is doing
• they are flushing out all the foxes in the hen house: it will all work out
• The corporations have a higher court of their own that they set up with their own
justices, their own army – they can go sue countries for the environmental rules they don't
like and make the people pay millions and millions of dollars
R: Blackwater: got a new name [The Academy]; Eric Prince is scot free somewhere
• this is what he means by private armies: corporations hire them to do their bidding
• ethnic cleansing is going on globally
T: talks in Brussels about ending the Mediterranean immigration crisis:
• There is no political will to help the people who are risking their lives to get out of Libya
• they are considered a work problem, not a crisis that would warrant their being
classified as refugees
• the work problem has to do what the US and the rape, pillage, & plunder of the natural
resources in the country they escaped from – all carried out by US black ops
• Now there are killings in South Africa of migrants from other Afican countries, so they go
back to their own countries and there is nothing there for them either – no work, food
• this is a crisis around the globe.
• Armenia: 100th anniversay of the genocide of Armenia by the Ottoman turks
• Pres Erdowan of Turkey completely denigrated pope Francis for calling it genocide;

Gen Petraeus back in the news: a 2 tier justice system – only got a slap on the wrist for
getting rid of Michael Hastings; this murder has not been resolved
• he and Gen McCrystal collaborated to see Hastings dead, as he had too much
information on them
River Rouge, MN: the air quality is so bad with sulfur dioxide; people are dying; kids full of
asthma and being rushed to hospital – some large problems here!
Freddie Gray, the 27 year man: the discussion is that his leg was broken from the knee down,
just dangling, and his spinal cord cut 80%
• looks like the condition he was in
• somehow his body was completely broken – they swung him into the truck by using his
clothing – there was a ladder and a bicycle right where he was found
• Joy Reid on The Last Word said that it looked like the damage he endured had already been done
before he was put in the police truck
Right, Left and Centre – Sam Seder's program
• Paul Hellyer, Former Defense Minister of Canadian Gov't and who was in the disclosure projects:
• was saying they are going to try and scare people out of their minds with an invastion like in
Independence Day
Tom the Cat: an absolute fiasco what is going on in Congress
• wouldn't it be interesting if a team of White Knights showed up at Shelly Adelson's Republican
Primary event this weekend in Las Vegas; Bush Jr to speak for $250,000 from Adelson; if they
showed up with phasers and said “on the floor! Sread 'm, GW!”
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• KOS: confirmed – a picture of Lord James of Blackheath in the Ben Fulford Report $15 trillion fraud
T: reads the relevant part of the article
[SEE BELOW]
• Fulford will not be receiving the money he thinks he's getting – does not read the rest.
• Today is Sufi Tokers and Green Saints day

Reading: 2001-04-14 Sufi tokers and the green saint

[SEE BELOW]

• volcanic eruption in Chile – looks like it will be working for a while.
• magma on the surface of Yellowstone: the galactics are holding the caldera together!

Gulf of Aden: Rachel was in hyper drive Friday night:
• 9000 navy and marine people in the Gulf; destroyers, amphibious vessels, a cruise
missle ship – the USS Teddy Roosevelt is there, with nuclear missles on it yet no
one is saying they are neutralized [Rama]
• a lot of Iranian ships – the US is said to be there because of the idea of ground to air
missles that could take out Saudi planes
• Egyptian ships
• israeli planes involved
• MORE & MORE SHIPS COMING OUT OF THE VORTEX, AN INTERDIMENSIONAL PORTAL –
• they are coming from the ORT CLOUD, a constellation on the edge of our solar

system, just going into interstellar space

• Because our planet is in lock down, the only ships that can come in are those that are 15 MILLION

TO 100 MILLION YEARS IN ADVANCE OF our technological abiltities

• In 2006, it was already activated; the G20 had their ships there & they were parked for years
• It was the same time as the earth was expanding its mass: it is more than 25,000 miles around

the equator!

• 1/3 of the Antarctic Ice Field had already fallen off & was melting and thanks to the expansion

of the earth, there was more room for the water to spread around.

Reading: An international vortex in the Gulf of Aden
This is where Project Bluebeam could kick in: they want to plan an
invasion from “unknown sources” - REMAIN CALM!
[the article was in russian first.]

[SEE BELOW]

Guest: Bevonne Birch Crookston
https://www.facebook.com/bevonne.birch
• how our handwriting can empower us or change things in a way we might not think possible
• Also has essential oils
B: will start with handwriting: changing handwriting can change things in our lives
• 1622 – the first handwriting book appeared; had much to do with artists
• In 18
• some graphologits look at whole sentences, others at the slant of the writing
• She began studying in 2003 – took the class and was told if you don't change your handwriting,
you will die as there is no energy going to the heart
• Because she went to Hawaii when she first started studying graphology and had no
access to computers, she had to write all the exercises by hand – gave her much
opportunity to change the way she wrote.
• Even changing a little stroke can make a difference.
• Can study graphology in art, sculpture, painting as well as in handwriting.
• Even if you lose your hands and use your feet or your mouth to write, it will still reflect what
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you are like because it is the sub-conscious mind that tells you how to form the letters.

• She asks us to write 4-5 sentences as well as the numbers from 1 – 10, plus your signature
• When people print, it's about having no connection with other people. Writing cursively allows

you to flow in and out of people's lives
• Schools have stopped teaching cursive writing: kids are independent, want to do what they

want, don't know how to interact with others
• There are 10,000 + neurons in the brain that you use when you write – if you don't use them,
you can fall into road rage, depression or even altzeimers. If you type, there are only about
8,000
• Also involved is pressure when writing
• the size of the handwriting
• Most important is the slant – walks listeners through various slants and meaning of them
• To call in: 888-429- 5471 toll free # in US and Canada

A slant – straight up and down
B slant - 4* slant to the right: still in the head and the heart – good counsellors, friends,
neighbours – can make decisions and get along well.
C slant - 120* to the right – taught in schools because it makes you accept what the teacher
says; what you read in a book, you'll believe
D slant – even further to the right: the drama queens – quick temper and then they want to be
forgiven; can't believe you might still be affected by what the person said
– they let the emotions out; easily influenced, emotional decisiions – live in turmoil and
chaos; affectionate, friendly, easily jealous; money is the driving force
E slant – really close to the line – totally emotional – will do anything to be noticed. Health,
relationship, financial problems. Heart rules the head; high strung; difficulty getting along
with almost anyone.
F slant – making letters a bit backwards – don't want others to know what they are feeling
• cannot make decisions for self but can for others;
Straight up and down: the military slant – walks stiffly; emotions held in tightly until they just
blow; the A & F slant anything
T: asking for further explanation of slants oration
B: How does she write today with her left hand?
• Still left handed, about 4* - Every 2 weeks, fills a 5 ring binder of notes – it's her work!
B: When you write a lot, it's good for the frontal lobe of your brain!
T: has been doing this since 1996
• when you write and you're happy, your letters are a litlle larger, and smaller when you're sad –
how you feel affects your handwriting. If angry, if you write with a heavy handwriting,
have a lot of energy to get rid of – writing can be heavy. Light hand writing: kind of flighty
Looking for medium weight – helps us feel better.
T: had a medium blue colour and always uses the same pen & its refills;
• Her penmanship stays at about the same size
• she likes her work – uses big writing and underlining when she wants to emphasize
Zone and writing
• When you write a letter, there are letters that go up high – t , l, b, etc
• Want letters up high into the thinking, letters in the middle
and down below the line
which is the physical and how you get things done.
need to close ? Off
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L going up is into thinking area – helps with creativity, hopes dreams
middle area: emotion – the feeling letters; when you open an e, you are open to good things
coming into your life
bottom area: lower level – closing the g, bring
T: about the vimil presentation of the alphabet – she changed her penmanship after
• always cross your t at the top
• look at the t and see where it is crossed: wherever it crosses shows where your emotional hurts
are & you haven't been able to release that.
• t has to do with self-esteem: it's who you are: if it is crossed low down, you have been
hurt sometime – one person was affect by a teacher who shamed her; as she
crosses her t in an upward slant that means she has let go of it
T: makes sure that the line you cross a t with is straight across
• if you cross it straight, won't get rid of past stuff – need to slant it up a bit
• once you are over the issues, can make it straight
• LH of a word is the past; RH of the word is future
• Capital I is the most important letter you write:
• In the 70s, the teachers taught us to change the way we wrote it
• When you make your capital I is backward, your life is turned upside down & backwards
• sometimes she sees people using lower case I – don't know who you are
• she knows the hurting they will go through
• To get out of stress: the push-pull – do a page of this to help you go to sleep
• to improve your memory by 75% - make 50 small letter is and then a dot, an i then a dot – helps you
learn how to pay attention
• On the O make sure there are not extra loops there – worry going on!

Caller: a book, website?
B: Yes: change your handwriting, change your life – on amazon
Bivonne Birch Crookston. Also has a DVD – will send the book and the DVD for $25
including shipping – USE THE E-MAIL TO GET IN TOUCH WITH HER.
Closing
• to drop resentment
• make the capital C without loops too
• Capital E – should look like a backwards 3 – the loops have to do with different kinds of

resentment

• Capital I to a Y and a T – helps you know who you are, move forward in life

Contact Information
Book: Change Your Handwriting, Change Your Life – Bivonne Birch Crookston
Bivonne25@yahoo.com
[Check and see if the DVD is on Amazon; she's not sure if it is]
801-792-0525
HARD NEWS
• Dr Warren Einstein, an aid worker who had been taken by the CIA -duh, and Giovanni Porto
near the border of Afghanistan; the drone program killed them
• this is the Black Ops opting to not do due diligence with intelligence
• also Ahmed Farouk and Adam Gadon – a combination of “I don't care”, unreliable
intelligence and “take your best potshot” drone strike
• She reads what Obama said publically about the strike
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T: wants to acknowledge what the President said
• Yesterday, Rama went to see RanaMu up the mtn at Dept of Energy
• they walked through a portal in her office to Delhi, India; there was a protest of farmers

going on whose crops and land & lives had been ruined by Roundup; Rama watched a
man hang himself from a tree because he could no longer care for himself & his family
R asked RM why she had brought him there: I brought you here so we could bless the situation
• as soon as his body stopped jerking, they saw a light emanating from his solar plexus &
his heart Chakra, a light brighter than the noon day sun; all the other protestors saw it
too
• the sphere of light moved towards all of them; we could hear him ask like an inner voice:
“Am I not in my body anymore?”
RM: “yes, you are no longer in your body”. Then a shaft of light opened in the sky and came to
him. “Rashiff, follow that shaft of light; it will take you to the Anterres Arcturus Midway
Station”; he did as RamaMu said and the shaft of light closed behind him
• Some of the others called an ambulance and brought his body down from the tree & tried
to revive him; they went with his body to the hospital
• then RM and Rama returned to Santa Fe and her office
R asked RM if Obama was being black-mailed lately
RM: yes, it's coming from the Bush/Clinton crime family; the reason is he has evidence the size of
Mt Everest against both the Bushes and the Clintons:
9/11; Waco, TX; Oklahoma City bombing; the murder of the clone of Chandra Levy; the
taking of huge bribes; murder of Vince Foster; the Keating Savings and Loans scandal; the
murder of Kathleen Willey's husband; the murder of 20 admirals and generals by taking
out their plane on their way to arresting Clinton for treason - a trail of dead bodies, at
least 300 or more
• with the WESAK festival energies coming in now, this May 3rd and with the people's participation
and ceremonies around the event, this can change everything;
• they want to just use Project Bluebeam – let's call in Ashtar and the Command: as
above, so below; no more lies, no more false flags
• we are witnessing myriads of star ships enter our planet from the spinning vortex in Gulf of
Aden waters; though it appears that the ships are appearing from the sea, they are really
coming in from interdimensional entrance portal of the ORT Cloud
Audio: http://www.cuttingedgeconsciousness.com/

April 8, 2015

http://changingtimesmedia.com/cuttingedgeconsciousness/2015/04/nassim-haramein-resonanceblack-holes-sacred-geometry-and-unified-field-theory/
Closing: Mother will see us tomorrow night!
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INFORMATION RELATED TO THE NOTES
2015-04-20 US Corporate government goes bankrupt on April 17th, refuses to
acknowledge
Benjamin Fulford
The UNITED STATES OF AMERICA CORPORATION based in the Washington D.C. extra-territorial
enclave inside the Republic of the United States of America failed to make a payment on March
31st and was given until April 17th to come up with the goods but was unable to, according to
Chinese government and CIA sources. For that reason the US corporate government has gone
bankrupt, the sources say. However, the folk in Washington do not plan to go quietly and are still
fighting to survive.
This can be confirmed in the corporate propaganda and government news wires around the world
in reports about the Washington IMF/World Bank meetings that ran from April 16-18. The news
reports to the general public do not mention the word bankruptcy but rather say things like 19 out
of the 20 so-called G20 countries are angry that the US will not give up its veto over the World
Bank and IMF. In other words the US government has been publicly repudiated by leaders of 19
out of the 20 top economies.
The current US situation reminds of an old joke my mother told me about a woman watching a
military parade and shouting proudly “look my son is the only one marching in step.”
Underneath the surface too, there is a lot of spy movie type subterfuge going on involving high
denomination bonds, identity theft, murder and secret negotiations as various players jockey for
position in the emerging new financial system.
A new set of meetings between the White Dragon Society and Chinese communist government
representatives last week ended with a basic agreement that China was to get a 20% voting share
in the new system and that China would not be seeking world hegemony. There was a lot of other
stuff discussed that cannot yet be made public for security reasons but involve a plan to seriously
help the vast majority of humanity.
There were also negotiations involving the WDS and representatives of Iranian, Chinese, Japanese
and Korean royal families. In each case, the genuine heirs to historical gold fortunes told the WDS
many of their relatives had been murdered and that they also feared for their lives. In several
cases cabal members were caught trying to pass themselves off as genuine Korean, Persian,
Chinese etc. royals, according to Japanese military intelligence and other sources. A
representative of the Japanese emperor, Akihiko Yamaguchi, who was wrongly arrested in Chiasso,
Italy and had billions of dollars worth of bonds stolen from him, also told once this writer that at
least 4 different people had been caught trying to impersonate him at financial institutions.
The story that all these different sources tell is that Khazarian gangsters acquired the rights from
various royal families around the world to use their gold as backing for huge denomination
financial instruments. As mentioned before in this newsletter, Lord Blackheath discussed one such
case in detail at the House of Lords in England in 2012. For those of you who have not yet seen
his testimony, please take 11 minutes of your time and watch it at this link:
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Lord James of Blackheath $15, 000, 000, 000, 000 exposed – Feb 12, 2012
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=eL5hqvTWkYg
What Lord Blackheath discusses is the use of 700 tons of gold owned by an Indochinese royal to
fabricate 750,000 tons worth of gold backed certificates that were used to create $15 trillion that
was used to bail out the Federal Reserve Board after the Lehman crisis of 2008.
Now, other Royals are coming out of the closet with their paper certificates theoretically worth
trillions of dollars that were issued to them by the same Khazarian or Federal Reserve Board conmen as Lord Blackheath mentions.
The Persian/Iranian royal heir claims to have $45 trillion worth of such bonds. Two of this heir’s
brothers, his parents and many other relatives have been killed by the Khazarians to prevent
them from either cashing the bonds or claiming their rights to the dynastic gold that underwrites
these bonds, the Persian royal claims.
In addition, a Manchurian/Korean/Chinese royal family has produced detailed documentary
evidence that they handed over their gold to the Americans before and during World War 2 in
exchange for a promise it would be used to create a Korean, Manchurian, Chinese federation.
Instead, the gold was used to fund the post war Marshall Plan that rebuilt Europe and Japan but
left everybody else out in the cold.
To put it another way, the post war prosperity of the US and Europe was financed with gold that
was fraudulently obtained from ancient mostly non-European royal families. These families have
been asking for their gold back and, it was the failure to come up with the gold that led to the
bankruptcy of the US corporate government on April 17th. The European royals, for their part,
have reached an accommodation with their counter-parts in the rest of the world and that is why
England, France, Germany, Italy, Switzerland etc. agreed to ignore the US corporate governments’
objections and join China’s proposed Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank
We also have on the record public confirmation from IMF head Christine Lagarde that big money is
about to be released. Here is what she said at last week’s IMF meeting in Washington:
“The Asian Infrastructure Investment bank is … the new kid on the block to actually respond to a
massive need that is out there, which is infrastructure financing. People are talking not billions,
they’re talking trillions needed to finance infrastructure in Asia.
“So if that institution is there to finance vital needs, that will push growth… and we can cooperate.
If we can work together, that is excellent news. We are ourselves very supportive of this prospect,
and we will happily cooperate and contribute to the extent helpful to this new institution.”
In other words, she is drooling at the mouth at the prospect of the IMF getting a share of some of
the “trillions” that is about to released. World Bank head Jim Yong Kim also drooled at the
prospect of the World Bank getting in on some of the expected new action that will come when
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these trillions are returned to their rightful owners.
With this as background, we can understand why there has been so much radical activity taking
place in the US recently. One such story was the plan announced by the NORAD military command
to reopen the mothballed Cheyenne military base under the Rocky mountains to prepare for “an
electromagnetic pulse attack.”
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3031041/Why-military-moving-Stargate-base-deepRocky-Mountains-decade-abandoned.html#ixzz3Wod66mbE
The fact they have publicly announced they will reopen this base confirms that the newer
underground bases built near Denver, Colorado, Washington D.C. and elsewhere have been seized
by the white hats and taken out of cabal control.
There has also been a lot of speculation about why a bunch of Walmart stores located near US
military bases have been suddenly shut down.
http://money.cnn.com/2015/04/16/news/companies/walmart-closing-plumbing/.
CIA sources say there are underground bunkers being built under these stores for the elite to hide
in. However, a pentagon source says the Walmarts are being prepared as distribution centers for
food and other essential products in preparation for a shut down and reboot of the banking
system. Time will tell which of these sources is telling the truth.
The other odd event is the New York Federal Reserve Board’s plan to move most of its essential
functions to Chicago. We have previously noted that the Chicago Fed has been filling its windows
with concrete. We have also noted the US Treasury department has been stocking up with water
purifiers, emergency food stocks, emergency blankets etc. This is hardly the sort of material
needed during an ordinary financial crisis.
However, please do not get paranoid just because the Feds are; this is not the end of the world
but rather the end of the fraudulent fiat money world. For the 99.99% of us humans, this will be a
time of great liberation from ancient Hyksos debt slavery.
Sources:
http://blogdogcicle.blogspot.com/2015/04/benjamin-fulford-says-us-corporate.html
http://benjaminfulford.net/2015/04/20/us-corporate-government-goes-bankrupt-on-april-17threfuses-to-acknowledge/
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2001-04-14 Sufi tokers and the green saint
April 23 is the feast day of Khizr, Islam's patron saint of cannabis.

By Chris Bennet

Cannabis has a tradition of use in the Near East that stretches
back farther than recorded history, and it has served the Arab people as an initiator and healing
medicine for at least six millennia.
Unlike alcohol, cannabis was not prohibited by Mohammed (570-632 AD). Many Moslems have
used and praised marijuana over the centuries, and coffeehouses that served the drug were at
one time commonplace. Some have even suggested that Mohammed himself was a secret imbiber
of the herb, noting the prophet's shamanistic out of body flight to Mecca.
In his 1988 book Essays in Islamic Heresy, Peter Wilson writes how "cannabis inspires some of
its devotees with precisely the sort of 'state' which the Koran appears to associate with paradisal
wine, which 'causes no headaches,' and enhances the play of love with houris and cup-boys."
In his 1987 book The Assassins; Holy Killers of Islam, Edward Burman writes that "hashish
has an ancient and accepted importance in the history of Persian mysticism, where it has
traditionally been used not as a stimulant but as a spiritual soporific, producing a quiescence of
the soul which is known as keyf or kaif, which translates as intoxication, carouse or placid
enjoyment..."
Although it is generally prohibited in Islamic countries today, at different times many Moslems
have seen cannabis as a holy plant. Medieval Arab doctors considered cannabis a useful medicine,
calling it kannab among other names. Yet like the establishment of today, the ancient Arab elite
viewed marijuana with suspicion, seeing it as a subversive element that usurped the work ethic
and seduced the youth away from their orthodox heritage.
As early as the 13th century, government troops in Cairo were sent into battle against cannabis,
eradicating fields and punishing offenders, in some cases extracting the teeth of users and putting
dealers to death. Yet despite these harsh reforms, the public refused to give up their beloved keyf,
and through intervening centuries it became somewhat culturally accepted.
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The hippies of the Arab world
Part of the reason for cannabis' eventual prohibition in some Moslem countries had to do with the
drug's association with certain heretical sects that existed on the fringes of Islam. The Sufis were
one such group ? they originated in the 8th century and are referred to by cannabis historian
Ernest Abel as "the hippies of the Arab world." The Sufis used hashish, along with wine and coffee,
to stimulate mystical consciousness and appreciation of the nature of Allah.
(The Sufis are actually considered to be the inventors of the drink coffee, which they would
consume in potent brews that enabled them to stay up for hours singing and chanting. An Arabic
story records how a wandering Sufi revealed the drink's preparation to a Moslem woman, brewing
a pot over his hash-filled hookah.)
Cannabis was made into a chewy medicinal confection called ma'joun and, to the Sufis, eating
hashish was an act of worship. The benefits they claimed from their use of hashish included
otherwise unattainable insights into themselves, as well as laughter, happiness, reduced anxiety,
reduced worry, and increased music appreciation. But most importantly, as the Sufi al-Is'irdi
noted, was the "secret" of the drug, which permits "the spirit to ascend to the highest points in a
heavenly ascension of disembodied understanding." It was for this reason that many of the more
mystically inclined of the Sufi preferred cannabis over wine.
In Essays in Islamic Heresy, Wilson explains that "The Turkish Sufi poet Fuzuli... wrote a treatise
on Bang and Wine in which he claimed that wine is merely 'an eager disciple setting the world
afire,' but hashish is the Sufi master himself. Wine shows the way to the hermitage of the Shaykh
of Love... but hashish is the refuge itself. Once a certain Sufi of Basra began to consume hashish
regularly, his shaykh realized this meant he had reached the ultimate degree of perfection, and no
longer stood in need of guidance. This (says Fuzuli) 'proves that hashish is the perfect being,
sought after by mankind with great eagerness. It may not be the perfect being for everybody, but
it most certainly is for the seeker of mystical experience.'"

Shayk Haydar, Sufi hash-head
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According to legend, hashish was first introduced to the Sufis by Shayk Haydar, (1155-1221), the
Persian founder of one of their religious sects. The story has it that after years of silent recluse,
Haydar one day decided to leave his monastery. While walking in the desert, he noticed a plant
that seemed to sparkle and shiver as it basked in the still desert heat. Wondering what this
mysterious plant was, he felt compelled to taste of its leaves and flowers.
Usually a reserved and silent man, when he returned to his monastery afterwards, his disciples
were amazed at how talkative and animated he seemed. Cajoling Haydar into telling them what
he had done to make himself so happy, his disciples ran off into the desert to try the magical plant
for themselves.
Upon the return of the plant's new devotees, Haydar made them take an oath to refrain from
revealing the mystery of the herb, telling them "God has granted you the privilege of knowing the
secret of these leaves. Thus when you eat it, your dense worries may disappear and your exalted
minds may become polished."
After living another ten years as the Sufi's psychedelic shaykh, subsisting mainly on cannabis
preparations, Haydar passed on, leaving the request that seeds of his holy plant be sown around
his tomb, so that even in death he might enjoy the shade of its leaves and scent of its flowers.
The Green Prophet
With this history, it is not surprising to find that cannabis had its own mythical prophet in the Arab
world, as noted by Joseph Campbell over a century ago, in his epic 1894 study for the Indian
Hemp Drugs Commission, On The Religion of Hemp: "To the follower of Islam the holy spirit in
bhang... is the spirit of the great prophet Khizr, or Elijah." That bhang should be sacred to Khizr is
natural, as Khizr means green, the revered color of the cooling water of bhang. So the Urdu poet
sings "When I quaff fresh bhang I liken its color to the fresh light down of thy youthful beard."
Islam inherited Khizr from many earlier myths, as can be seen from stories that associate him
with such luminary figures as Moses and Alexander the Great.
By medieval times he came to represent the type of esoteric knowledge which breaks the trance
of everyday existence through shock, usually in the form of outrage, laughter, or both at once.
Wilson explains that Khizr was seen as "the initiator of Sufis who have no human master." In the
1990 book Green Man, William Anderson describes Khizr as "the voice of inspiration to the true
aspirant and committed artist. He can come as a white light or the gleam of a blade of grass, but
more often as an inner mood. The sign of his presence is the ability to work or experience with
tireless enthusiasm beyond one's normal capacities."
In his 1993 book Sacred Drift, Essays on the Margins of Islam, Peter Wilson writes "When
you say the name of Khezr in company you should always add the greeting Salaam aliekum! since
he may be there... immortal and anonymous, engaged on some karmic errand. Perhaps he'll hint
of his identity by wearing green, or by revealing knowledge of the occult and hidden. But he's
something of a spy, and if you have no need to know he's unlikely to tell you. Still, one of his
functions is to convince skeptics of the existence of the Marvelous, to rescue those who are lost in
deserts of doubt and dryness. So he's needed now more than ever, and surely still moves among
us playing his great game."
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Originally a sort of vegetation spirit in whose footprints plants and flowers were said to magically
sprout, Wilson explains that "nowadays Khezr might well be induced to reappear as the patron of
modern militant eco-environmentalism? Khadirian Environmentalism would rejoice simultaneously
both in [Nature's] utter wildness and its 'meaningfulness.' Nature as tajalli (the 'shining through'
of the divine into creation; the manifestation of each thing as divine light), Nature as an aesthetic
of realization."
With the wealth of esoteric lore, environmental products and medicines sprouting from the
renaissance of his beloved cannabis, it seems that Khizr is once again trying to communicate to
humanity through his most holy of plants.
Interestingly, there are legends of Khizr in which he is dismembered and reborn. As well, certain
prophecies connect him with the end of time and the revealing of esoteric truths.
April 23
The Green Prophet Khizr's feast day is April 23. On April 23, 1993, when Vancouver experienced
its first major smoke-in since the 1971 Grasstown Police Riot, the organizers of the event had
absolutely no idea that this was the feast day of the patron saint of cannabis.
On April 23, 1997, when the Senate of Canada proudly released an announcement stating:
"Senator Lorna Milne... today praised the Senate Finance committee for persuading the
government to expedite regulations permitting the cultivation of hemp in Canada," the politicians
were unaware of the implications of this most auspicious day.
On April 23, 1999, a government-appointed panel in Switzerland officially recommended that the
government legalize the sale and use of Khizr's sacred plant.
Another curiously synchronistic example is found in the works of pot-smoking gnostic guru Robert
Anton Wilson. In Wilson's newest Illuminatus book, Bride of the Illuminatus, he has an event
take place in Vancouver, BC, on April 23, 2003, that leads to North America splitting into Christian
and Non-Christian States.
Perhaps in these coincidences one can see the handy work of Khizr, the spirit of keyf working
behind the scenes and speaking through his holy plant on his sacred day? So this April 23, why
not take a moment to plant a seed, or light a sacred spliff in honour of pot's patron saint?
Salaam aliekum Khizr, wherever you are!

http://www.cannabisculture.com/articles/1883.html
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An interdimensional vortex in the Gulf of Aden

http://www.utaot.com/2013/01/21/an-interdimensional-vortex-in-the-gulf-of-aden/
A strange report prepared by Admiral Maksimov for Prime Minister Putin of the Russian Northern
Fleet indicates that a ‘mysterious magnetic vortex’ currently centered in the Gulf of Aden has
“defied” all the combined efforts of Russia, U.S. and China to stop it, without being able to
determine its exact origin or reason for being. ”

Gulf of Aden is one of the busiest waterways in the world. Located in the Sea Oman between
Yemen, on the south coast of the Arabian Peninsula, and Somalia in the Horn of Africa, it sees
over 21,000 ships sailing in its waters every year.
According to this report, U.S. scientists began noticing the “formation” of this vortex in late 2000,
after the Americans had established a base of operations on the Horn of Africa, Djibouti, the
capital and largest city of the Republic of Djibouti. After the attacks of 9/11, Djibouti became the
home of the Combined Joint Task Force Horn of Africa (CJTF-HOA), which is a joint task force
command of the United States in Africa.
Following have remained “relatively stable” since its discovery in November 2000, the vortex golf
of Aden began to “expand” in late 2008, says the report, which prompted the United States to
issue a special warning world about this mysterious event. In response, many nations rushed with
their naval forces in this area: the Australian Royal Navy, Belgian Navy, Bulgarian Navy, Canadian
Navy, Peoples Liberation Navy (China), Royal Danish Navy, the French Navy, German Navy, Greek
Navy, Indian Navy, the navy of the Islamic Republic of Iran, the Italian Navy, Japanese Navy, Navy
of the Republic of Korea (South Korea), the Royal Malaysian Navy the Royal Navy, my Navy
Netherlands, Pakistani Navy, Portuguese Navy, the Royal Saudi Navy, the Russian Navy of the
Republic of Singapore, the Spanish Navy, Swedish Navy, Royal Navy Thai, Turkish Navy, British
Royal Navy and the Navy of the United States.
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Under the pretext that these Naval Forces were needed to protect the Gulf of Aden from Somalia
pirates, Admiral Maksimov states in this report that accumulation is the largest of its kind in
human history and that Russia is “prepared” to join the Americans in what world leaders consider
an attack on our planet by “forces” previously unknown, but described as being “interdimensional” or “extraterrestrial.”
From earlier last month, this report continues, the Gulf of Aden vortex began an “extraordinary”
series of “expansions” that for the first time since its discovery were preceded by earthquake
activity. It is important to note that the estimated 40-60 earthquakes occurring in the Gulf of Aden
last month are also the first to have occurred in this region in modern history.
This report also all these earthquakes have ranged between 4.5 and 5.4 on the Richter scale and
almost all are on or around 10 km depth and are “strangely” linked in timing to the mysterious
“reappearance” of the South Equatorial Belt of Jupiter [which] “disappeared” last May.
Though the information contained in this report is blacklisted from all major world media there can
not be said of alternative news sites; some have speculated that the Gulf of Aden vortex may very
well be a “Stargate” opening our world to a dimension and / or world about which we know
nothing.
Another remarkable coincidence, or rather ‘synchronicity’ is that this series of earthquakes (in the
stargate) fell on the same day the Time Wave Zero webbots and both have shown a “tipping
point”
A Chinese website (Dawni) said about this “stargate” that existential rumors connect the Norway
spiral and the appearance of the Stargate in the Gulf of Aden. From December 9, 2009, a spiral of
blue light, as generated by computer suddenly appeared in the sky over northern Norway.
Approximately one month after the spiral magnetic field mass appeared in the Gulf of Aden and opened a
wormhole or “Stargate.” Rumor has it that the military supposedly there to fight against Somali pirates are
actually studying distant galaxies through the Stargate to a distance of a million light-years.
Professor Wang Sichao of the Astronomical Observatory of the Purple Mountain, an authority on UFO
research in China, said that the theory of the phenomenon: “Stargate” is not credible.There is no basis in
astronomy or the facts. ”
But also Maksimov said in its report that, since the recent earthquakes on our planet and frequent the jet
stream in the northern hemisphere is “nearly collapsed” plunging vast regions of the world into chaos
weather.
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